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The OTMC meets socially at 3 Young Street  
every Thursday—doors open at 7.30pm,  

programme begins at 8.00pm. 

Committee Members 2014/15 

 President Alan Thomson 455 7878 
 Vice President Richard Forbes 453 1327 
 Secretary Richelle Adams  476 1302 
 Treasurer Rodger Clarkson 473 6053 
 Chief Guide/Transport Wayne Hodgkinson  473 0950 
 Membership Secretary Richard Forbes 453 1327 
 Bulletin Editor Ross Hunt 453 0983 
  Andy Cunningham 482 1066 
 Ben Rudds / Gear Hire Sam Patrick 0272 864836 
 Social Convener/ Gear Hire Gene Dyett 455 7465 
 Social Convener Tony Timperley 473 7257 
  Daytrip Convenor Alan Thomson 455 7878 
 Website Antony Pettinger 473 7924 
 Conservation/Advocacy David Barnes 454 4492 
 SAR Rep Ross Hunt 453 0983 
  Clubrooms Maintenance  Andrew Pask 453 5719 

 
Ross Hunt 
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After a ridiculously good Summer through December – January, we 
have been treated to an indifferent late summer – autumn. The 
resulting cancellation of some trips and major changes to others 
are always disappointing to those involved, as we all get somewhat 
keyed up with anticipation as the Friday night draws near. Spare a 
thought for the Trip Leader who after planning everything, has 
agonised over the decision before eventually giving in to the 
elements, and acknowledging that another time might be a lot 
better. Anyone who is really desperate to get away can still do so, 
simply as an independent tramper, but must also give cautious 
regard to the forecast. Our hobby is always at the whim of the gods, 
and we just have to accept it as so.  

It is always a relief to get another Trip Card out. The trouble with 
thinking about possible trips is that the brain goes a bit haywire 
and needs to be kept in some form of control. There are those that 
suit summer rather than winter, either due to temperatures, snow / 
ice, or day length. Then there others that would prefer a 3 day 
weekend. This always brings to mind those niggly worms nibbling 
away at pieces of the brain, that would prefer longer trips. There 
are so many of them it can be difficult to focus on one at a time. On 
the fingers of one hand there are George Sound, Dusky Sound, 
Landsborough, Bonar Glacier, Arawata / Waipara/ Matukituki, Lake 
Poteriteri, Hollyford / Pyke, Tin Range, Preservation Inlet?? See 
what I mean? Throw me a bone. 

Typically the longer trips (ie over 3 days) would take place when 
most people get their holidays. Xmas and Easter come to mind. 
Xmas can be booked up with family holidays, but trips can still be 
run during January, and Easter possibly with extensions like last 
years’ 10 days for Stewart Island. Antony ran a number of trips with 
extended Waitangi Day weekends, which were very popular. 
Unfortunately my own would need to tie in with school holidays. It is 
never too early to think about the next Trip Card, feel free to share 
your niggly worms with the Chief Guide. Wayne 
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Taieri Mouth to Brighton, 3/5/15  

Six of us set out from the clubrooms at 8am sharp – apologies to anyone 

who arrived a bit later but an early start was needed in order to get the 

des.   As it was, I hadn’y planned that bit at all well ‐ I'd thought that low 

de was at 9.45, so imagine my horror when, upon reading the ODT on the 

Saturday,  that I discovered it to be 8.45!  

We joined up with one dog, Abby, and 4 people at Brighton and drove to 

just  beyond Kuri Bush.   Didn’t go as far as Taieri Mouth (the original plan) 

'cause I was worried about ge ng along the beach at Bruce Rocks, if the 

de was too high.      

We started walking in sunshine but when the sun disappeared behind a 

cloud it became very chilly indeed!  But clambering over rocks soon warmed 

us up and we were glad to stop for a rest and a bite to eat a er 75mins.  

Abby was a li le red by then too, and wanted to be carried.  The sun ap‐

peared again (and remained out for the rest of the day.) 

Time to look at the local wildlife: there were both pied and black oyster‐

catchers, pied s lts, assorted gulls and terns, a seal basking on a secluded 

rock, just one shag, and more and more oystercatchers!  The rock pools 

were a bit disappoin ng – I like to see a variety of anenmomes, crabs, sea 

tulips etc, but I didn’t see any decent big pools.   

By this me I was having a minor panic about how high the water would be 

at Bruce Rocks,  but we were ably led by Ma  who managed to find a good 

way through, across, over or around each bluff.   Lunch was taken early a er 

the last group of rocks.    
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Then it was just a ma er of 3‐4 km of sandy beach to get back to the cars.  

A quick car‐shuffle and we were all home by 1.30pm.   

My thanks go to my companions for a very pleasant walk.  Jane Cloete,  

on behalf of Lucy Jones, Alan Scurr, Janet Barclay and dog Abby, Ruth 

Harvie, Steph Mclaughlin and Ma , Carolyn Vincent, Helen Collins and Jan 

Burch.   

 Images from Dingle Burn—Ross Hunt 
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Search and Rescue – another perspective 
I read with interest Ross Hunt’s thoughts regarding Club involvement in  
Search and Rescue and would like to clarify some apparent misconceptions. 
I joined the OTMC in 1985, new to New Zealand and our way of exploring the 
hills. The OTMC made me safer and more understanding in the outdoors, but 
through work with the Mountain Safety Council, I realized that accidents do 
happen, and not only to people who are ill prepared, or should have known bet-
ter – they can happen to any of us. In 1987, I joined Search and Rescue with 
awareness that one day, it might be me they were searching for. (fortunately, 
this has not yet been the case but one cold July day, we did call SAR to search 
for our lost 4 year old son …). 
In those days, the detractors used to say we were in the OTMC to tramp, not 
search, and many voiced the opinion that they weren’t good enough with com-
passes to be any help. (They also complained that we were a tramping club, not 
property owners – and look what an asset the Clubrooms are now!) When we 
searched, we needed numbers on the ground, and OTMC contributed a huge 
amount of local knowledge and outdoors ability. We had at least 30 members 
on our call out list, were used to working in small teams of unknown people, 
and most felt comfortable in the ability to be safe in adverse weather and off 
track. Most searches had teams of 4 and OTMC members were always valued 
for their knowledge and ability. 
Fast forward to 2015 – OSH and national accountability requirements ARE that 
we  search smarter and more efficiently, because ( like it or not) search manag-
ers are responsible for the actions of people they send into the field, volunteers 
or paid. National Office covers us with insurance, supplies, training opportuni-
ties and gear. Tuesday evening training sessions are offered frequently; as 
there is a need for search managers to know the  
people they are sending out into the field,  some attendance is required.  
You may be someone who is not comfortable off track, but very observant in 
urban search; your ability with first aid might need brushing up, but you  
have special knowledge of the Silver Peaks track system – just as your party 
leader gets to know you before a tramping trip, so the management team need 
to understand the strengths and weaknesses that OTMC members have to of-
fer.  
We have far fewer searches in the last years, more urban incidents and only 1 
general call out within the last 18 months, so it is important to keep “in the 
loop” with different levels of participation so we don’t lose skills  
through lack of use. 
Not everyone needs to be a SAR fanatic! I look on my contribution over the  

Letters to the Editor 
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      Gear for Hire 
 
 
The OTMC has a large amount of gear available for members to hire.  
 
   Ice axes   Crampons    Packs 
   Cookers Billies    First Aid Kit  
   Tents   Personal Locator Beacons   
   Climbing Helmets      Avalanche Transceivers and Probes  
 
Members can hire gear for $5 for up to one week. If you can’t 
get it back to club then each week is an additional $5. Phone 
Gene or Sam if you can’t make it to club nights to bring gear 
back.  

years as a bit of an insurance policy for my time in the outdoors, an  
understanding of what others will be doing if I come to strife, and a way of  
supporting the outdoors community. The purpose of the OTMC is to be  
outdoors, encouraging and supporting those who want to improve their  
ability – SAR is simply an extension of this. 
The training does NOT cost individuals financially, nor is it necessary to  
train for recognition with unit standards. We do some fundraising, but ( as  
the treasurer of Dunedin SAR) I would point out that our general fundraising last 
year consisted of one Street Day Appeal and 3 sausage sizzles, with most funds 
raised coming from grants and bequests. The majority of our volunteers spend no 
time at all in fundraising. 
OTMC involvement in SAR has been dampened by lack of commitment from re-
cent committees as they have guided the Club through various developments and 
change. The opportunity now arises for individuals to reconsider what they take, 
and what they are prepared to give, for everyone to enjoy the outdoors safely.  
   Teresa Wasilewski 
 
Responding to your Bulletin piece on SAR. As one who had a huge involvement in 
SAR as a direct result of my OTMC involvement, and who saw the organisation 
evolve over 26 years, the current situation is a little disappointing but inevitable. 
I just hope they don't recruit people with inadequate skills. David Barnes 
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Chief Guide Comment 

 
 

You should have the Winter Trip Card with this Bulletin. 
As usual, we are all indebted to those who volunteer to 
lead trips so that we can avoid the terrible possibility of 
becoming purely a social club. Not that there’s anything 
wrong with social clubs, it’s just that we ARE a TRAMPING 
club. 

It is great to see the return of some trips that have not 
run for many years now, Kayaking on Lake Manapouri 
and Cross Country Skiing. I can remember thinking of 
Kayaking as resembling tramping on water, with quite 
different views, and without having to physically carry 
everything! Wolfie is back! Let’s welcome the return of 
the winter Routeburn with a couple of van loads. There is 
a good range of possible trip grades from Easy to Fit 
coming up, including the winter specials of snowcaving 
and iceaxe / crampon use. 

Our Treasurer Rodger has done an analysis of trip fees 
and costs, after recent fuel reductions and reduced gen-
erally the trip charges. Now there is even less reason to 
stay at home and mow the lawns. 

Pin it to the wall / fridge or whatever and put a big red 
circle around the trips that interest you, and don’t forget 
to sign up. 

Wayne 
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Membership 
Club membership now stands at 184 members 

resigned Yuki Fugita 

joined Helen Jones who is a returning member 

I have been getting quite a few Bushcraft people asking about joining the club.  

Don’t forget our sponsors who generously contributed to the recent “Star” 
article promoting the Club: 

 
 Adams Flags 
 Neville Stewart Landscaping 
 8 Ranges Wines 
 MSC 
 Torpedo 7 
 Audit Professionals 

 

Rose  Colhoun 
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9-10 May 2015 
Rees Valley  - Kea Basin (M) 
Richard Forbes (453 1327) 

 
17 May 

Bushcraft Silverpeaks Day Trip (M) 
Antony Pettinger (473 7924) 

 
Thanks to some positive feedback, we will run a special day-trip as part of Bush-
craft 2015, on Sunday, May 17. We will meet at the clubrooms at 8am and head 
for the Silver Peaks. The trip will be from the southern end, and will travel along 
Green Ridge from Hightop (Mountain Rd) to the old club Green Hut site. From 
here we will climb up to the tops (there are five points here over 700m) for views 
and map and compass practice.  

We will start at the sharp bend on the road where Semple Rd changes to Moun-
tain Rd and follow the lower ‘Possum Hut Route’ to Green Hill, Pulpit Rock and 
Silver Peak (beside ‘The Painted Forest’). Return will be same way. The top of 
the Devils Staircase is at point 777m, and is the main track onwards to Jubilee 
Hut – a great 10 bunk hut. 

30 May – 1 June (Queen’s Birthday Weekend) 
Port Craig / Waitutu / Hump (ALL) 
Wayne Hodgkinson (473 0950) 

 
It is a few years since the club has been down here, it makes a good winter 3 day 
trip with 2 overnight hut stays. The ALL trip grade enables a number of options in 
this area. 
The trip offers a mix of bush, alpine, and coast tramping including 3 big wooden 
viaducts.  
We’ll drive down to Tuatapere on the Friday night, I will sort out backpacker ac-
commodation at a later date. Saturday morning we start from the Rarakau Sta-
tion carpark. 
Moderately Fit: This is relatively energetic, with a long climb on the first day. Fol-
lowing the Hump Ridge Track (out of normal season), initially near the coast until 
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The OTMC Bank Account is now with ASB. The new account num-
ber is: 

12-3150-0311684-00 

Remember to include your name and the reason for your 
payment when paying by internet banking.  

Non-members must pay for trips when signing the trip list, 
members before the trip list closes. 

we head inland and up to Okaka Hut at 890meters for the night, about 8 
hours with some steady climbing. Sunday we will move along the tops past 
tarns and impressive sandstone tors with awesome views west (Fiordland 
mountains, Lake Poteriteri etc), south to Stewart Island (last year’s Easter 
destination) and east, before dropping down to the South Coast Track at the 
Edwin Burn Viaduct. The track follows the route of an old logging tramway 
over the Percy Burn viaduct, the biggest surviving wooden viaduct in the 
world, and on to the quaint Port Craig schoolhouse for the night, after a 7-9 
hour day. Monday we will continue along the track and/or coast (depending 
on tides) back to the vehicles after 6-7 hours. 

M and E: From the carpark make our way along the South Coast Track (coast 
and bush)  to Port Craig Hut 6-7 hours. Sunday can be made up of Day Trips, 
exploring further along the track towards the Viaducts as far as you wish 
(there are 3 of them), or just winding down at Port Craig reading a good book. 
Monday, retracing our steps back to the vehicles. 
 
Cost will be $65 + $25 for Okaka Hut, and $15 or 3 Hut Tickets for Port Craig 
Hut (the old school house). Bring money for Friday night. 
Sign the Trip List, noting your preferred option, or contact me if interested. 
Trip List closes 21 May. 

Bulletin Contributions are always welcome.  Send them to ross.hunt@xtra.co.nz 
along with any photos you’d like  from your trip. Don’t worry about making your 
bulletin articles look pretty—I will reformat anyway. 

Also trip leaders—the Bulletin is the perfect vehicle to promote your upcoming 
trips. Drop me a few words promoting your trip a month or two before it is due to 
run.  
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3 May 
Brighton Beach 

Jane Cloete (467-2328) 
16 - 17km along the beach – and perhaps a bit on the road if the tide comes in too 
quickly!  NOTE THAT WE MEET AT 7.55am AT THE CLUBROOMS (or 8.15am on the far 
side of the bridge at Brighton, at the wee carpark on the left).   
Wear shoes suitable for sand and for scrambling over rocks.   
I hope that sunscreen may be needed – but better bring a raincoat just in case! 

 
10 May 

Silverpeaks—Surprise Destination (M) 
Alex Tubs 

This trip has a surprise destination in the Sliverpeaks. We will be going along the 
tops and enjoy the stunning views and have lunch at one of the huts. Please 
bring torches at this time of the year. We will be leaving from the clubrooms 
hopefully with two cars so we can leave one car at the other end of the walk.  
Note: 8am Start from the Clubrooms  $8 
 

17 May 
Philip J Cox Hut (E/M) 

David Barnes (454 4492) 
A trip to the newest hut in the Silverpeaks—walk along Mountain Rd to the start of the 
Tunnels Track, down to the Waikouaiti River and up to the hut. $5 

 
24 May 

Nenthorn (E/M) 
Ruth Harvey (481 1455) 

We are going to be exploring the farm on which I grew up. It has been in the family for 
over 100 years. We will travel via Ramrock road and Bucklands crossing which will ena-
ble us to drive past and stop at one of the many boom and bust gold towns in Otago. 
The farm walk will predominantly through pasture lands and some tussock; it is open 
country and can be cold. We will walk past a recently discovered Maori campsite and 
see one of the headwaters (well trickle at the moment) of the Taieri we will be walking 
along Billy's ridge. This is schist country. So if you want you can scramble up on some 
rocks. We will hopefully get some good views. 
For those who are interested a car load can go past Macraes and its large goldmine. 
The exact route depends where my brother has stock at the time. There will be about 
1.5 hours driving to get to the farm and then 1.5 hours back to Dunedin. Some of the 
roads we will be traveling on are gravel and in poor condition. $12 
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Any ideas, and contact names in particular, are welcome for the Thursday evening ac-
tivities.  If you can help please contact Tony Timperley (phone 473 7257, email  
tonytimps@xtra.co.nz) or Gene Dyett (phone 455 7465, email m.gdyett@xtra.co.nz) 
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e 7th May: Shaun Barnett is one of New Zealand's best known 

trampers. He is also co-author of "Tramping: A New Zealand Histo-
ry" and "Shelter from the Storm", besides being the editor of the 
FMC Bulletin. Shaun's presentation will draw on his vast 
knowledge and experience of tramping in this country. (Note: If you 
have a copy of one of Shaun's books, bring it along as he will be 
happy to autograph it for you.) 

14th May: The Walking Access Commission is of great assistance 
to trampers in helping us gain access to the hills. Chris Arbuckle 
has recently been appointed as a part-time Regional Advisor to the 
Commission. This role is a great match with Chris's outdoor inter-
ests which include tramping, mountain-biking and photography. As 
an environmental scientist he also works on environmental pro-
jects. In his presentation, Chris will outline the work of the Walking 
Access Commission and how it affects our tramping activities. 

21st May: Another idiosyncratic presentation in two parts by Anto-
ny Hamel, entitled, "The Cavalcade and Long Distance Trails 
around Dunedin". The first part illustrates the 2015 Cavalcade 
which finished in Outram and starred our own Jane Cloete. In the 
second part Antony asks the question, "How many days' tramping 
can you do around Dunedin without going over the same tracks 
twice or around in circles?" Antony will answer this question for us 
by describing the route for an energetic multi-day tramp as a fea-
ture Dunedin could promote. 

28th May: BYO: Again we should have more than enough photos 
from the Young/Wilkin (Gillespie Pass), Huxley/Brodrick Pass and 
Rees Valley/Kea Basin, besides photos/videos of Bushcraft partic-
ipants getting wet in the Taieri during the river crossing exercise. 


